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2018 has been a busy and productive year across the country, with extremely 
positive feedback from members about our events and activities, which has been 
supported by a solid bump in new memberships, 58 new members this year.  

I wish to say a huge thank you to our five active and dedicated committee’s  across 
Australia, they have been the backbone of our wide and varied activities . I also 
wish to thank our “Friends of The Committee” who we have started to lean on a 
little more as our activities grow, and the many members who put up their hands 
to assist throughout the year. Some even volunteered to present events without 
being asked!  

We had close to 80 Members judging this years’ Ellie award nominations,  including 
a number of fresh faces as we opened up the judging to previous nominees as well 
as ASE’rs and winners. Included in that number are our Accreditation Committee.  

The  events across the country have been very much driven by the perceived needs 
of the individual committees, providing screenings, Q&A’s, technical workshops, 
participation in educational panels, joint Guild events and informal gatherings 
which have encouraged Editors to network, educate and enjoy themselves. Our 
committees have followed up these events, ensuring we have good publicity and 
records. 

Engagement through facebook has been high, and this year we recruited State 
based administrators, allowing each State to encourage participation in their 
events and encourage new memberships. 

The Newsletter has been running bi-monthly this year and has been a great vehicle 
to keep members informed about all our events, meet new members, keep up to 
date with technology and ideas as well as being an alternate showcase for our 
editor’s achievements with in-depth articles on work that may not have had the 
benefit of a screening or Q&A. 

This year we updated our “Rates and Conditions Card” which was the prompt for a 
greater education campaign around the document. We published a “Special Edition 
Rates and Conditions Newsletter”, encouraged members to send the document to 
Producers, and provided a vehicle for them to send it anonymously through the 
office if they wish. We also provided  “Fringes Calculator” based on the Screen 
Australia A-Z budget, to allow our members to calculate their entitlements. 
Freelance Workshops with Monica Davidson were held in NSW and Western 
Australia, with one slated for Victoria in the New Year. 

The Mentorship program has been running steadily with new Mentees and Mentors 
joining us, and this year we introduced an Assistants mentoring Assistants section.  

This year NSW again engaged with TAFE, running a course as part of their Industry 
Upskilling program. This enabled us to offer for free a four day course examining 
the Assistant Editor’s process on both AVID and Premiere Pro. Across the country we 
have continued to be involved with other Educational and Industry groups such as 
AFTRS,   AIT, MIFF and VCA, sponsoring awards, joining panels and  having our 
members consult  to ensure  that their education  focus is current and relevant to 
industry needs.  

We have continued our engagement with the Australian Screen Industry Group 
(ASIG) and been involved in ongoing  submissions to government regarding 
campaigns such as Australian Content, Children’s Television and the Sustainability 
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of the Australian Film and Television Industry. The ASE along with ASIG members 
have continued our involvement with the “Parliamentary Friends of The Screen 
Industry”, sending two delegates to Parliament House Canberra to support the 
“Make It Australian Campaign”. We have also supported the development of an 
Australian Screen Industry Code of Conduct for Sexual Harassment and Bullying. 

It is important to mention the success of our members not just at our own Ellie's 
awards but also the  nominees and winners at the  AACTA awards,  Atom 
awards, Film Critics Circle awards, Tropfest and major Film Festivals dominated by 
the craft of our ASE members, including representation in international awards. 
Special mention goes to member Jill Bilcock ASE who received a Companion of The 
Order Of Australia Award for her contribution to Editing. 

We have continued contact with the American Cinema Editor’s Guild, the ACE, with 
an article published about the ASE in CinemaEditor their official magazine Awards 
issue last December. We have also been invited to join in their new class of 
membership which enables International members to join the ACE. 

OUR COMMITTEES: All of our committees have done an extraordinary amount of 
work through the year. There is a real warmth, generosity and commitment, and 
without you all, the ASE would not function. Thank you to all the State Chairs: 
Barrie Munro ASE (Victoria), David Fosdick ASE (Western Australia), Dan 
Rice (Queensland) and Karen McKay (South Australia) Each have been running 
their Committees with enthusiasm and good cheer and have run some truly 
wonderful events. Their reports follow. 

OUR SPONSORS: The ASE is very grateful to all our sponsors who help us maintain 
our financial base, make a large contribution to the Ellie Awards, and give our 
events cheerful and generous support through the year. 

We wish to give a wholehearted thanks to all the sponsors of the ASE: 
Our current Gold Sponsors are: Adobe, AFTRS, Audio Network Australia, Avid, 
Blue Post, Digistor, Endemol Shine Australia,  Hyperactive and Videocraft.  

Our Silver Sponsors are: Roar Digital, Spectrum Films, Soundfirm and City Post. 

We also particularly wish to acknowledge the generosity of The Editors whose 
continuing support is very much appreciated as well as the support of the City Of 
Sydney Creative City program. 

 

Fiona Strain ASE 
President, Australian Screen Editors 
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NSW EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES: 

DECEMBER 2017 
The 2017 ASE Awards - aka The Ellies - were held at the Hoyts LUX Broadway 
in  Sydney  on 2 December and attended by approximately 160 members, committee 
members and sponsors from around the country. It was wonderful to see so many people 
there, especially those who travelled from interstate to attend. 
Editors, Sponsors and guests settled in with popcorn and drinks to watch the awards 
presentation hosted by actor and comedian Philip Lloyd. Congratulations to all the 
winners and nominees. Mark Perry ASE received accreditation. 

FEBRUARY 2018 
Adobe Pro Video User  Group (APVUG) sessions in Sydney and Melbourne enabled 
discussion and deep dive sessions into the Adobe workflow for Editors. Andy Kristiaman 
provided his facility at Carve and Stitch for the Sydney event, and RMIT in Melbourne. 

The award for Best Editing at the 2018 Tropfest Film Festival was won by ASE member 
Ben Joss and presented by Nick Holmes ASE.  Ben's prize was a year's ASE membership. 

MARCH 
We introduced our Australian Screen Editors Movie Nights, suggested by  Nick 
Meyers ASE, who is also curating the series. This session Nick questioned Alexandre de 
Franceschi ASE, how he cut the feature 'Lion' with more of a documentary approach, the 
deeper issues in editing,   using sound to make the film an emotional   and visceral 
experience  as well as  the broader issues of post,  working with the director, and the 
Assistant's role. 

APRIL 
“What Are You On” was held at the Forrester's pub for members only, there was frank and 
passionate discussion about how we negotiate to maintain financial security and receive 
the benefits to which we are entitled. We had some great tips and producer insights from 
Monica Davidson, legal clarifications from Kelly Wood from the MEAA, along with info on 
the industry-wide Get Real on Rates campaign. Andrea Lang ASE led the negotiation role 
play and we had some feisty discussion on our worth. 

ASE Movie Night at AFTRS, Nick Meyers ASE talked with himself about Editing “Sweet 
Country”. It was a fun discussion on “slow” editing, building in flashbacks,  honing 
character and simplifying the edit. 

MAY 
Premiere Pro, Tips and Tricks for Professionals.   Suggested and presented by Karen 
Joseph. Adobe Premiere instructor and editor Bamdad Erfanian gave us an ‘under the 
hood’ look at how Premiere Pro works at its best, hardware setup, software configurations 
and editing workflow to name but a few topics covered. 

ASE Movie Night, held at AFTRS Theatre, Nick chatted to Adrian Rostirolla about how he 
edited David Stratton - A Cinematic Life, a challenging production that details the movie 
-buff’s life. 
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NSW EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES cont: 

JUNE 
Jill Bilcock ASE received the Queen's Birthday honour of the Companion of the Order of 
Australia for her extraordinary editing career.   It was a special coincidence with the film 
"Dancing The Invisible", made by our previous Queensland chair Axel Grigor  and co-
edited by Scott Walton, screening at the Sydney Film Festival - the day it was announced.  
So congratulations, Jill,   and great timing, Axel! It is great to have a deep 
acknowledgement of such a fine practitioner of our craft. 

ASIG (the Australian Screen Industry Group) travelled to Parliament house Canberra to 
ensure that our politicians understand the value of Australian content, two delegates, Bill 
Russo ASE & Jane St Vincent Welch ASE, joined the other guilds to lobby politicians of all 
persuasions to support and protect our Australian Screen Industry. 

ASE members Fiona Strain ASE and Nick Holmes ASE contributed to the AFTRS 
curriculum as part of a craft panel advising on course content and structure, to ensure it 
is relevant and valuable for those wishing to enter the current world of post-production. 

JULY 
The ASE Rates and Conditions Card was updated by 3.5% in line with the Fair Work 
Commission increase to the minimum award wage. 

ASE Movie Night Sydney, held at AFTRS Theatre, screening Lego Batman. Matt Villa ASE 
discussed with Nick Meyers ASE the complexities of editing this delightful animated 
Feature. Kids were invited, and Assistant Fiona McIntosh made a guest appearance. 

AUGUST 
ASE President Fiona Strain ASE Presented the AIT MOTION Editing award to Natasha 
Perrett for The Quest of the Question Mark Man. 

AFTRS was the venue for the Mystery Rd Masterclass with Deb Peart ASE running us 
through the process of editing the series. It was an in depth look at her cutting room on 
location in The Kimberley’s (a donga), her schedule, timeline and close observation of the 
ideas she tried, her collaboration with the director and how scenes changed and moved 
around the episodes. 

Special “Rates & Conditions” Newsletter Edition released to coincide with the 2018 
update of our Rates & Conditions Document. 

SEPTEMBER: 
Edit Royale- A Game of Cut Throat Timing. Held at and sponsored by Digistor, the sold-
out event pitted five young Editors against each other in a battle for best edit in a 2 hour 
period. Each had the same set of rushes with a choice of 3 unique music tracks, all 
provided by Audio Network. Lucky Door prizes were provided by AVID, Adobe,and 
Digistor, Camera provided by VideoCraft. 
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NSW EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES cont: 

Gabriel Robinson, Luey Conway, Andy Finn, Lillian Wang and Pete Ward were relaxed 
and focussed as they edited. Digistor ran a live stream of the event engineered by Greg 
Taylor and Tim Hadwen. Also returning, Andrea Lang ASE and Christine Cheung were 
wonderful hosts for the evening. Scott Walmsley chatted midway with Alison Myers about 
her Ellie award nominated music video for L-Fresh the Lion’s ‘1 in 100,000’ which was the 
source of the rushes used for the competition. 
Pete Ward was awarded the coveted golden scissors for his work 

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 
The ASE has partnered with Sydney TAFE Film and TV section as part of their Upskilling 
program to run a four day course over four weeks to help ASE members understand the 
basics of assisting, running through the same tasks on the two most popular professional 
editing platforms: Avid and Premiere Pro. 

The course, run by Jas Shennon and Edsel Morrison, with guest Assistant Editors Maud 
Rockvic, Nick Kordahi, Luke Richards and Fiona McIntosh covers essentials such as basic 
set-up, ingest, codecs, transcoding, working with/without proxies, bin set-up, naming of 
clips, setting up timelines, synching, grouping, linking and re-linking. It will also look at 
export requirements, dealing with music, sound effects graphics, preparation for grade, 
sound-post and other deliverables. 

A HUGE Thank you to the Sydney Executive Committee who have been on the ground 
thinking up, preparing, advertising, delivering and writing up these events, while 
continuing the ongoing work catering for the welfare and interests of the ASE membership. 

Also a massive thanks for Margaret Slarke our administrator who is the engine behind all 
our activities across the country. She ensures we are all kept organized, within the bounds 
of the rules and regulations and she works to ensure our rights are protected. 

Fiona Strain ASE  
President 

NSW Executive Committee: 
Jenny Hicks - Vice President               
Fiona Macintosh – Secretary    
Alison Myers – Treasurer    
Sally Moran – Mentorship 
Scott Walmsley - Social Media    
Luke Richards 
Jane St Vincent Welch ASE   
Adrian Barac 
Orly Danon 
Andrea Lang ASE 
Danielle Boesenberg 
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VICTORIAN EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES  

The committee tried this year to have a mixture of formats from informative lecture style 
evenings to informal panel discussions and social interaction events. 

St Kilda Film Festival.17th-26th May 2018 
Presented by the city of Port Phillip the ASE among other industry guilds was asked to help 
promote this years festival. On the first Saturday we set up an ASE information stall with 
the help of Sam Hardy, Julian Chichignoud and Chris Hocking. 
Also for the festival Andrew Brinsmead held another “Focus on Editing” lecture 21st May 
2018.  
Guests were Editor Stu Willis, “The Land Will Eat You” Editor Katie Flaxman, “Hitchhiker” 
and Editor Khalid Naim, Director Liam Fouracre, “Adoption Pending” 
At the closing night Awards ceremony, ASE committee member Sam Hardy presented The 
Best Achievement in Editing Award, to Simon Direenon for his documentary “His Life 
Together”. 
Next year the festival will be held in June. 

The Art of the Cut or “Battle of The Genres” 
On 20th June over fifty editors crammed into The Producer’s Room at the Victorian College 
of the Arts to hear from four editors’ with experience working across multiple genres. 
On the panel were Peter Carrodus, ASE dramas and features. Dave Redman on cutting 
factual & entertainment. Steven Robinson ASE on documentary and Marge Costanzo on 
“The Project”. 
Chairing the panel was Camille Van Wessem. 
Peter started off showing a clip from Glitch.  A fast action paced chase scene involving the 
death of a crucial character cutting for suspense. 
Dave covered his work on Keeping up with the Joneses, a factual documentary about 
remote farm workers in the Kimberly. 
Steven Robinson looked at the challenges of cutting for his latest documentary about the 
WFL “Heros”. 
Marge gave us an insight into the fast-paced world of live panel TV. 
Great attendance at this event and feedback was positive many looking forward to holding 
another later next year. 
A  big thanks to Steven Robinson and Gwen Sputore who helped organize this event the 
four editors who participated, Camille who chaired the discussion and Sam Hardy for the 
article. 

THE POWER OF POST PRODUCTION    A Panel Discussion 
This exciting event on the 26 July 2018 was presented by Women in Film and Television 
Victoria (WIFT)  
I was approached by Margarita Ivanovsky to recommend experienced editors working in 
post-production that would have the ability to be on a panel discussion.  
On the panel were Editors, VFX artist, music composer sound designer, sound mixer, colour 
grader and post production supervisor. I asked ASE members Belinda Fithie and Cindy 
Clarkson ASE to join Danielle Brooks, Nathalie Resciniti, Petra Salsjo, and CJ Dobson on the 
panel.  
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VICTORIAN EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES  cont: 

The panel was a great diversity of talent, both Belinda and Cindy were outstanding. They 
were very entertaining and captivated their audience with their never ending stories and 
sound advice.  
The evening was a great success. 

STOMPING GROUND  29th JULY, 2018. 
Around 25 members braved a typical rainy Melbourne afternoon in Collingwood for a Xmas 
drinks in July at the Stomping Ground, an old factory converted to a pub in Collingwood. 
The event was organized by committee member Ashlee Lukas, lucky she booked early as it 
was packed. 
Our committee surprised members with a door prize of David Lynch’s book ‘Room to 
Dream” which was won by Mark Atkin ASE.  
This was a chance to get out of the edit suites to share stories about work, pay rates 
working hours superannuation and good and bad television. This social event was the most  
attended compared to others held throughout the year. 

MIFF Joint Event moderated by Cindy Clarkson  
Saturday 11th of August 9.00am  ACMI studio 1  
Once again the ASE teamed up with MIFF Accelerator Lab to present a 70 minute 
masterclass on editing.  This year it looked at the Australian film Undertow and the two 
editors Julie- Anne De Ruvo and Nick Meyers ASE spoke about their experiences. 

“Brothers Nest” evening with Sean Lander to be held at Soundfirm next week 2 
November 2018 
Sean Lander is one of Australia's most talented editors with over 30 years’ experience. 
An accredited Avid trainer he has worked with non-linear since its inception in Australia. 
His latest feature “Brothers Nest” is a standout entry for  this year’s AACTA awards.  
The state-of-the-art facilities at Sound Firm in Port Melbourne allows a professional and 
relaxed environment for such an event. 

Last Event for the year (yet to be decided) could be a joint Guild Xmas Party on the 5th 
December 2017 
To be held at the ever popular Cherry Tree Hotel 53 Balmain St Cremorne Vic. 

EVENTS for next year include  

Freelance night hosted by Monica Davidson scheduled for February, 2019  
With $5,000 funded by Film Victoria this will be the most expensive event we have ever 
held. I would like to thank Gwen Sputore who instigated this proposal and applied for the 
funding which was approved only last month. 
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VICTORIAN EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES  cont: 
BLACK MAGIC 
Sam Hardy is in discussion with Terry Flachette from Black Magic. 
Quote from recent email..... “I've had a good chat with a representative at Black Magic 
about looking into a future event for the guild that showcases what Davinci Resolve can 
do. We're now looking at early 2019.   The good news is they often do these events and 
have a budget for this so they are able to host at various venues. ..   Black Magic are also 
keen on supporting guilds so we may be able to have other events or information nights in 
the future.” 
Finally I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the committee members but 
especially Sam Hardy, Steven Robinson, Carmille Van Wessen, Julian Chichingnoud, Gwen 
Sputore, Ashlee Lucas and Chris Hocking at Late Night Films for all our meetings.  
Also the friends of the committee Belinda Fithie, Cindy Clarkson and Lucy Paplinska who 
have supported us and without them some of these events would not be possible. 

Thanks to Fiona and Margaret for your support throughout the year. 
Hope all goes well with the awards night and have a safe and happy Xmas New year. 

Cheers 
Barrie Munro ASE 
Chair Vic Committee  

Committee: 
Chris Hocking – Secretary    
Steven Robinson ASE 
Sam Hardy     
Julien Chichignoud 
Gwendalina Sputore    
Ashlee Lukas 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

2018 has been a busy year for the ASE in WA 
All of the committee have found gainful employment, primarily in the documentary sector.  

Although documentaries continue to be the mainstay of work for ASE members in WA, 
drama production is gaining momentum with several feature films, and a new on-going 
drama series providing more opportunities for local editors. 

We have run a few Sundowners  which have been well supported continuing our focus  to 
invite young non-ASE editors to the events to meet and network with established editors. 

The ASE (WA), secured funding from Screenwest and material support from the Revelation 
Film Festival  to run a  “Freelance Survival Workshop” in July with Monica Davidson 
delivering an inspirational presentation on tips, tricks and strategies to make the most of 
life as a freelancer. 

Throughout 2018 ScreenWest continued to hold regular industry association meetings 
which enabled the ASE to communicate our members issues and concerns directly to 
Producers and Directors. 

2019 is shaping up to be just as busy as 2018 with many of our members already booked on 
projects well into the middle of the year. 

David Fosdick ASE 
Chair WA Committee 

Committee: 
David Fosdick ASE – Chairperson 
Meredith Watson Jeffrey – Treasurer 
Nick Dunlop – Secretary 
Lawrie Silvestrin ASE 
Roland Smith 
David Langlands 
Jonathan Rowdon 
Andrew Parnell 
Ivan Rojas 
Andrei Petrut 
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QUEENSLAND EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

This year was another bustling year for ASE QLD. 

We kicked off our monthly drinks. This is a chance for members and fellow-travellers to 
put down the Wacom pens once a month to catch up with post-production peers. 
We've had a great reception averaging between 10-15 people per month. 

We held an Inside the Edit event centered on Editor Steve Cooper's work on Stan Original 
The Second. This was hosted at the Post Lounge and was very well received. 

We also held the QLD Screen Industry Christmas in July. This was held at the Fox Hotel 
with roughly 80 people in attendance. 

In November we will be holding the QLD Screen Industry Christmas Party (venue TBA) as 
well as a QLD AGM to elect extra committee members along with a new chairperson. 

Dan Rice 
Queensland Chair 

Committee: 
Dan Rice - Chairperson 
Judy Yeh 
Lisa Domrow 
Stewart Tyrrell 
Simon Smith 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

2018 was a busy year for the ASE in South Australia. We have been concentrating on 
increasing the profile of the ASE by hosting a few events open to the Post community in 
Adelaide generally and these have been quite successful. Membership of the ASE has 
increased in SA as a result and the local post community are more aware pf the guild. The 
committee started our own local Facebook page, ably edited by Krystle Penhall and 
Veronica Buhagiar and with regular posts about editing, post-production and ASE events.  

Our first event of the year was an ‘Interested in Post’ evening. This event was well 
attended and the committee could answer questions about the ASE as well as share their 
own experience with upcoming editors and colourists. In July, we hosted a panel discussion 
in Adelaide with a few guest speakers detailing their own experiences and offering advice 
to upcoming talent. We also co-hosted an event with the ACS featuring Adelaide colourist 
Daniel Principe who explained his process and philosophy behind his work. It was also a 
good opportunity for cinematographers and editors to ask questions about how their 
processes and decisions effect the product further down the line. The committee has also 
organised a group attendance of Jill Bilcock’s documentary Dancing the Invisible and in 
September we held another meet and greet event which saw a few new faces attend.   

The Post Production community in SA has also been collecting data about local wages and 
working conditions to gather a detailed understanding of how we rate when compared to 
the rest of Australia. Lower volumes of work and interstate sourcing of post-production 
roles seem to stimulate producers to offer lower pay rate to SA talent. Our aim is to 
develop an understanding of industry patterns and work towards strategies to support 
local post production professionals for fair and equal pay and working conditions 

The focus of the committee over the next few months will be to continue to build the Post 
community in Adelaide, and support the development of professional learning for our local 
ASE members.  

Karen McKay  
SA Chair 

Committee: 
Sean Lahiff 
Sam Matthews 
Veronica Buhagiar 
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MEMBERS CONGRATULATIONS  
Finally, congratulations to these ASE members from across Australia whose work has 
achieved broad acclaim: 

• Congratulations to Drew Thompson ASE, Editor of 'The 11 O'Clock' which has been 
nominated for a Best  Live Action Short Film Oscar  

• Alexandre De Franceschi ASE won Best Editing at the 2017 Film Critics Circle of 
Australia Awards for his work on 'Lion'. 
 
ASE Members dominated the Best Editing nominations including Merlin Eden 
('Hounds Of Love'), Jack Hutchings ('Berlin Syndrome'), Katie Flaxman ('Killing 
Ground') and Nick Meyers ASE ('Australia Day').  

• Axel Grigor (QLD), director and editor and Scott Walton (QLD) editor of the film 
on renowned editor from Victoria Jill Bilcock: Dancing The Invisible – which 
screened at the Sydney Film Festival  

• Edited by  ASE  Member Karen Johnson,   Ben Lawrence’s feature documentary 
"Ghosthunter" took the $10,000  Documentary Australia Foundation Award at the 
2018 Sydney Film Festival.  Congratulations Karen, Ben and the rest of the crew! 

This year’s Ellies Awards will be held on December 15th at The Eternity Theatre, 
Darlinghurst, Sydney.
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